One-dimensional computer analysis of oscillatory flow in rigid tubes.
The dynamic characteristics of catheter-transducer systems using rigid tubes with compliance lumped in the transducer and oscillatory flow of fluid in rigid tubes were analyzed. A digital computer model based on one dimensional laminar oscillatory flow was developed and verified by exact solution of the Navier-Stokes Equation. Experimental results indicated that the damping ratio and resistance is much higher at higher frequencies of oscillation than predicted by the one dimensional model. An empirical correction factor was developed and incorporated into the computer model to correct the model to the experimental data. Amplitude of oscillation was found to have no effect on damping ratio so it was concluded that the increased damping ratio and resistance at higher frequencies was not due to turbulence but to two dimensional flow effects. Graphs and equations were developed to calculate damping ratio and undamped natural frequency of a catheter-transducer system from system parameters. Graphs and equations were also developed to calculate resistance and inertance for oscillatory flow in rigid tubes from system parameters and frequency of oscillation.